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Abstract. Cloud Robotics is an emerging paradigm in which robots, seen as abstract agents, have the possibility to connect to a common network and share on
a complex infrastructure the information and knowledge they gather about the
physical world; or conversely consume the data collected by other agents or
made available on accessible database and repositories. In this paper we propose an implementation of an emergency-management service exploiting the
possibilities offered by cloud robotics in a smart city scenario. A high-level
cloud-platform manages a number of unmanned aerial vehicles (quadrotor
UAVs) with the goal of providing aerial support to citizens that require it via a
dedicated mobile app. The UAV reaches the citizen while forwarding a realtime video streaming to a privileged user (police officer),connected to the same
cloud platform, that is allowed to teleoperate it by remote.
Keywords: UAV, smart city, cloud robotics, open data, shared knowledge,
navigation, path planning.
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Introduction

At the dawn of cloud robotics [8] [9][10] many and interesting applications are possible exploiting the power of this technology [11][12]. Moreover the number of applications that see UAV as interesting devices for environment monitoring is growing.
Indeed users can access to services built by fetching data from UAVs, such as telemetry or video streaming. As this paper illustrates, these services, which are part of the
IT architecture, can be accessed via web or other devices, such as smartphone applications. A real security problem in a urban context is proposed as a test case in this paper; urban spaces monitored by cameras are not an efficient way to decrease crime
rates since criminal events e.g., theft, robbery, rape tend to occur in unmonitored
zones. Thus the aim of this test case is to apply this cloud architecture, based on ROS
[1] [2], to crime prevention. In the case of aggression the user requests the emergency
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service from the IT architecture, by providing GPS coordinates and an identification
number. The IT architecture organizes a UAV to reach him/her for offering monitoring and support. In the meantime a police officer will use the service to see the current
position of the UAV, its telemetry and video streaming from its camera. When UAVs
are required for search and rescue or emergency interventions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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User sends a request to the service.
The request is automatically forwarded to the platform.
The platform transforms the request into a mission in a lower level language
message.
Depending on the mission the message will be deployed to either a single or a
swarm of UAVs

Interfaces

In this paper two interfaces to service are presented:
• A user-side interface which requests help and assistance from the UAV;
• A police-side interface for monitoring and management
The first interface is a mobile application running on an Android smartphone. It
acquires GPS coordinates and phone ID when the user request for help. Then it sends
these data (GPS coordinates and phone ID), over HTTP protocol, through a GET
request to the server of the cloud platform. An example of the GET request could be:
http:/ffsc/request/?gps=45.674524,7.398732&cell=32308937642&command=takeoff

Fig. 1. Android application

The second interface is addressed to the police force. The officer accesses all the
information about the UAV collected by telemetry and video streaming via a web
browser. In this way he/she can know the actual position of the UAV, displayed on a
map embedded in the web page. Information about remaining estimated time and
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distance for mission accomplishment are also made available. In addition, the video
streaming from the UAV camera can offer assistance to the person in emergency.

Fig. 2. Web browser GUI
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The Cloud Platform

The cloud platform mainly consists of three layers :
• Front End which contains APIs to build new services;
• Application which contains all specific applications (the so called “remote brain”),
that support APIs above;
• Adaption which contains adapters and drivers to connect different robots, and abstracts their basics functionalities to the above applications and APIs.
The platform is based on ROS framework [2], as showed in Figure 3, where gray boxes
represent ROS nodes. The platform context is composed by two additional layers:
• Robots which contains all robots. They are connected to the platform through specific ROS nodes, named drivers and adapters (Adaption Layer);
• Services which contains all services exploiting APIs exposed by the platform
(Front End Layer).
In order to have the cloud platform more robust and resilient we add the following managing elements:
• WatchDog System (WDS): to manage ROS nodes and represent the node status;
• Message Discovery Function (MDF): to enable or disable APIs according to ROS
messages.
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The Agents

The first validation-tests of the overall system have been conducted using a quadrotor as
agent. Three different products are used in the validation of the proposed architecture:
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fully
Parrot AR.Drone: The AR..Drone [3] is a commercial low-cost quadrotor solution, fu
equipped for remote control via smartphone. It features a front HD camera and the fliight
stability is ensured by a motther board (running a real-time linux-based operating systeem)
and a navigation board inteerfaced with the on-board sensors (two cameras, ultrasoonic
range finders, gyroscopes an
nd accelerometers).

Fiig. 3. The cloud platform architecture

Mikrokopter: Mikrokopterr [4] is a complete auto-pilot designed for the control of generic multi-rotor platforms. It features two different boards: the Flight Control booard
guarantees vehicle inherentt stabilization and altitude-hold function, the Navi Conntrol
board adds a set of GPS/C
Compass based autonomous navigation functions (waypooint
navigation, come-home fun
nction, position hold mode). The Flight Controller reliess on
Atmel ATMEGA644 board running at 20MHz, and interfaces with the main inertial ssent
gyros, one barometric sensor). Mikrokopter allows the
sors (3-axis accelerometer, three
user to take external control of the UAV (i.e., bypassing the radio controller) by meanns of
a dedicated serial protocol.
Micropilot 2128: uPilot 2128 [5] is an auto-pilot board embedding all the peripheerals
onomous quad-rotor flight. This auto-pilot is specifically adneeded for a stable and auto
dressed to professional use and applications, this is reflected by its higher price andd its
M
uses a completely closed-source software, it offfers
market segment. Though Micropilot
some tools allowing the userr to write his own code. These functions come with an addd-on
product called “Xtender” [6]; Xtender provides a dedicated dynamic linking library that
acts as a intermediate layer between the user code and the autopilot software. Using the
brary the developer is able to get access to several low-leevel
functions encoded in the lib
parameters of the auto-pilot and can modify their values. Due to Micropilot's high pprice
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and to its relatively young support to multi-copters when compared to other solutions on
the market, it is not so common to find academic works that use this hardware.
Notice also that AR.Drone is a commercial ready-to-fly quadrotor while Micropilot
and Mikrokopter are just two different models of autopilot electronic boards; in order to
fly these require a mechanical frame, four or more motors, the same number of ESCs
(Electronic Speed Controllers) and a battery. However since the ROS interface has to
communicate directly with the autopilot, from a functional point of view the ROS architecture is not impacted by the general architecture of the agent, therefore this has not
been described in detail.
Table 1. Quadrotors features and integration status in ROS environment
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The three architectures offer growing functionalities, but also growing difficulties
in implementation. Table 1 summarizes their main features and their integration status
in ROS environment.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a test case for cloud robotics for emergency managem
ment
and monitoring service. We
W apply emerging technologies such as web services and
mobile applications to use robotics in the proposed cloud architecture. In the futture
work we intend to improvee the cloud robotics platform enhancing the concept off robustness and resilience. In particular we intend to apply the multi-master robot cconng ROS container multiplicity. We are testing the architteccert technology [7] enablin
ture in a real smart city env
vironment with LTE connectivity. Then we want to expploit
Open Data from the Interneet in order to plan a flight according to obstacles presennt in
the environment and inform
mation regarding LTE signal strength and availabilityy. A
preliminary simulation of th
he path planning exploiting Open data is in Figure 4.
In figure 4 there is the path computed by the platform according to LTE siggnal
strength and obstacles pressent in the environment using a simple A*. The platfoorm
finds a path (in purple) .Waaypoints are calculated with radiuses. Starting from the ffirst
point of the path it calculattes a radius from the point to the nearest no fly zone (bboth
physical obstacle and LTE low
l signal ). With the calculated radius it draws a circlee (in
Figure 4 is in blue) that inteercepts the path finding the next waypoint. This proceddure
continues for any waypoint.

Fig. 4. Path planning simulatio
on. LTE areas with low RSSI are shown in grey. Obstacles shoown
in white, free space in black. Waypoint
W
are shown with associated radiuses in blue.
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